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Beware religious impositions on women’s health, says NSS
Posted: Thu, 08 Apr 2021
The NSS has urged the government to ensure women's health is prioritised over religious
concerns in response to a consultation. Read More »

Church’s future as charity in doubt after ‘plague protection
kits’ row
Posted: Fri, 05 Mar 2021
A regulator has appointed an interim manager to a church after the NSS raised concerns over
'plague protection kits' sold by its bishop. Read More »

Let women take abortion medication at home permanently,
says NSS
Posted: Thu, 04 Mar 2021
The NSS has said measures currently allowing women to have early medical abortions at home
should be made permanent across Britain. Read More »

Ensure women can access emergency contraception,
pharmacy told
Posted: Thu, 05 Nov 2020
A regulator has reminded Lloyds Pharmacy of its guidance after the NSS raised the case of a
woman who was refused the morning after pill. Read More »

Rethink relations with Jehovah’s Witnesses committees,
NSS urges NHS
Posted: Thu, 24 Sep 2020
The NSS has called for a review of some NHS trusts' deferential relationships with Jehovah's
Witnesses' 'hospital liaison committees'. Read More »

Charity regulator to look into sale of coronavirus ‘protection
kits’
Posted: Thu, 02 Apr 2020
The charity regulator is to scrutinise a church over its bishop's sale of "plague protection kits"
during the coronavirus outbreak. Read More »

NSS welcomes ECHR’s rejection of anti-abortion nurses’
appeal
Posted: Tue, 17 Mar 2020
A European court has rejected an appeal by two nurses who were not hired as midwives in
Sweden because they refused to perform abortions. Read More »

Regulator reconsiders proselytising doctor case after NSS
challenge
Posted: Mon, 06 Jan 2020
A medical regulator will review a decision not to investigate a GP who brings up religion during
appointments after an NSS intervention. Read More »

Patients complained at surgery of doctor cleared over
imposing religion
Posted: Thu, 19 Dec 2019
Patients complained at a surgery where a doctor was recently told he would face no action for
pushing religion on patients, it's emerged. Read More »

Ritual infant circumcision “morally impermissible”, say
experts
Posted: Tue, 08 Oct 2019
The religious and cultural circumcision of non-consenting boys is "morally impermissible",
according to a panel of experts. Read More »

NSS questions NHS trust’s decision to use spiritual healing
Posted: Wed, 28 Aug 2019
The NSS has questioned why an NHS trust has hired a therapist who will specialise in reiki, a form
of spiritual healing. Read More »

Public Health England changes vaccination advice after NSS
lobbying
Posted: Thu, 15 Aug 2019
A health body has withdrawn guidance encouraging parents to seek faith leaders' advice over
vaccinations after the NSS questioned it. Read More »

NSS questions Public Health England advice over flu vaccine
Posted: Tue, 30 Jul 2019
The NSS has asked why a public health body is encouraging parents to seek religious advice over
whether to get their children vaccinated. Read More »

NSS asks regulator to investigate pharmacist’s
contraception refusal
Posted: Tue, 25 Jun 2019
The NSS has asked a regulator to investigate an incident in which a pharmacist reportedly refused
to serve a woman contraception. Read More »

GP investigated over repeated proselytism after NSS raises
concerns

Posted: Mon, 24 Jun 2019
A medical watchdog is investigating a GP who has proselytised to patients despite a warning not
to do so after the NSS raised concerns. Read More »

NSS welcomes dismissal of Christian magistrate's appeal
Posted: Wed, 19 Jun 2019
A Christian magistrate who was removed from the judiciary after making comments against samesex adoption has lost his appeal at an employment tribunal. Read More »

Poll: 84% of Brits would support legalisation of assisted
dying
Posted: Wed, 03 Apr 2019
Five in six Britons are prepared to support legalisation of assisted dying, a poll has found, despite
religious institutions' opposition. Read More »

Anti-LGBT psychologist investigated after NSS raises
concerns
Posted: Mon, 01 Apr 2019
The NSS has asked two professional bodies to investigate whether an anti-LGBT psychologist's
views are compatible with their standards. Read More »

NSS queries faith requirement for government fertility
regulator job
Posted: Thu, 14 Mar 2019
The NSS has questioned a government advert which sought a board member for a fertility
regulator "from a faith background". Read More »

NSS calls on NSPCC to reconsider its position on genital
cutting
Posted: Thu, 07 Mar 2019
The NSS has called on the NSPCC to reconsider its position on non-therapeutic male circumcision

after it defended the practice. Read More »
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